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SYMPOSIUM: AGRICULTURE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, AND FEEDING THE WORLD IN THE 21ST CENTURY
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As an attorney and professor that does not focus on intellectual property law, I was a bit apprehensive about providing a keynote address for a Symposium focusing on “Agriculture, Intellectual Property, and Feeding the World in the 21st Century.” As I thought about this topic, knowing that there were other speakers who would focus more on the IP issues and technical aspects of various topics, I kept coming back to the importance of technology as we work

* Adapted from remarks of the Morning Keynote Address at the 2016 Texas A&M Law Review Fall Symposium. Thank you to the Texas A&M University School of Law and the Law Review staff for the opportunity to be a part of the Symposium, your hospitality, and your hard work in putting together a thoughtful and engaging discussion on this topic.
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towards the goal of feeding the world, and the many ways in which innovation plays a role in meeting that goal. It also brought to mind some of the broader issues involving technology that can both impede and support attempts to successfully feed the world, both now and looking to the future.

Food. Agriculture. Technology. There is no doubt that when it comes to these areas of law, regulation, policy, and practice, there is much that binds them, and yet they are also very divisive. A quick scan of almost any major and reputable news source will provide articles on a daily basis that pertain to not just one, but often all three of these topics. They are independent industries—science, agricultural production, and food manufacturing, but the truth is that in today’s world, they intersect more than ever. Consumer understanding of each of these industries is far from complete, and that can lead to many issues when it comes to the adoption of technology, agricultural production, and consumer food choices. When you incorporate government regulation, international relations, and infrastructure challenges, it becomes clear that technology alone will not feed the world. Feeding the world requires looking at issues beyond production and manufacturing, and into the challenges and issues that limit access to food and inputs.

When it comes to feeding the world, I believe that technology and innovation will be a key driver and a major part of any successful attempts at addressing this challenge. Technology does not just mean increased use of genetically engineered crops, although that may likely be a part of the solution. To successfully feed the growing world, we need to take a broader look at technology and how it can be used to address challenges that impact the ability to increase or sustain production. We also need to look at the barriers to the adoption of various forms of technology, and what needs to be done on a global scale to support sustainable and self-sufficient food production across the world. Strong communication across sectors and working collaboratively will be required to tackle broader issues surrounding food access and in protecting the interests of everyone involved from supplier to grower to consumer.

I hope to use this opportunity to provide a more holistic overview of the issues involving agriculture and technology that can both impede and support attempts to successfully feed the world. We cannot simply rely on technology to reach our goal of feeding the world. Instead, we have to focus on its interactions with the myriad other influences in food and agriculture, and I highlight several here.

I. Focusing the Discussion – What it Means to Feed the World

In 2015, the United Nations (UN) estimated a world population of 7.3 billion people, expected to reach 8.5 billion by 2030 and by 2050
the UN estimates the world population will be 9.7 billion people. The World Bank estimates that we need to increase our food production by 50% to meet the needs of the population in 2050. Increasing our current agricultural production is not as simple as planting twice as many acres. Instead, there are a combination of challenges that need to be addressed in order to successfully increase food production, and ensure that the food is provided to those who need it. Loss of farm land, climate change, and depletion of natural resources across the world are challenges, as are the locations of centers of population growth and increasing food needs in countries that already face food insecurity challenges. The UN estimates that increases in population in African countries will “account for more than half of the world’s population growth between 2015 and 2050.” These countries that will see a population boom already have some of the highest level of hunger in the world: 20 of the African countries included in a 2014 UN Food & Agriculture Organization report indicate that 15% or more of their populations suffer from hunger. China and India, the world’s two largest countries, have current hunger levels of approximately 10% and 15% respectively. The areas in which we are expected to see large population increases are also areas in which we already struggle to feed the world.

Food access and food security is not just an issue in the developing world. I live in the most populated county in Iowa, which recently started a campaign aimed at ending hunger locally. An estimated 55,000 people are food insecure in Polk County, over 10% of the population, including 1 out of 5 children. Even in a state that consistently is ranked in the top 5 states for overall agricultural production, hunger remains an issue. While it is estimated that the world produces

5. U.N. Dep’t of Econ. & Soc. Affairs, supra note 1.
enough food calories to sufficiently feed the world today, the impact of issues including poverty, international food policy, diversion of crops out of the food stream, inadequate storage and transportation, and events like war and natural disasters means that hunger exists for about 1 billion people worldwide and current production and distribution systems are insufficient to address that need.11

As we look at the challenges of utilizing agriculture and intellectual property to feed the world both now and in the coming years, technology alone is not the answer although it is a necessary tool. I want to focus now less on specific aspects of technology, but on the interactions and limitations of technology related to Consumer Demand, Communication, Collaboration, Consolidation, Conservation and Creativity.

II. CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT—FRIEND OR Foe?

A. Food Policy Goes Mainstream

If you would have asked Tom Vilsack when he became Secretary of Agriculture to name a television show in which he would appear as a character, I suspect that South Park would not have made his short list. The same is likely true for Michael Taylor, former deputy commissioner for foods and veterinary medicine for the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Yet both of these government officials, or at least cartoon versions of themselves, had starring roles in a 2014 episode of South Park called “Gluten Free Ebola”.12 The episode covered food policy issues such as gluten-free foods, dietary guidelines, and the effect of food on human health—all in the satirical way that only South Park can manage.13

However, this was not South Park’s first foray into food policy. A 2010 episode entitled “Medicinal Fried Chicken” irreverently touched on issues such as the impacts of fast food on health, food deserts, and whether or not certain foods or food preparation methods cause cancer.14

And yet another of our favorite adult-oriented cartoons centered on an episode more directly related to the genetically engineered food debate. The Simpsons brought “Monsarno” and the world of genetic engineering to our small screens in 2014, with Lisa ultimately conducting research that finds possible benefits to GMOs (counter to her

13. Id.
Unknowingly though, the Simpson family nemesis, Sideshow Bob, is leading the research at Monsarno and focusing not only on genetically modifying food, but his own DNA.16

For the USDA Secretary, a Monsanto spoof, and GMOs to hit prime-time pop culture, it highlights the immersion of food policy and technology and related issues into our everyday life. The topics addressed also showcase the divide and debate related to food and agricultural policy issues in our society. Food, and food policy, is everywhere, and you can hardly read a newspaper (print or online) without finding a story that touches on food and agriculture.17

Having food policy as a common topic of conversation presents both unique challenges and opportunities when it comes to feeding the world. It is a benefit in that issues surrounding food access, nutrition, and related policies are now being discussed, and there is a heightened level of awareness necessary for action to improve areas of concern. However, considering how far many people are removed from agricultural production, a lack of understanding of agricultural and food processing methods, a growing distrust of both science and media, and the prevalence of pseudo-experts (particularly in the social media sphere), challenges arise when it comes to attempting to reach consensus.

B. Parallel or Intersecting Forces – Consumer Demand and Innovation

Food is not only something that is necessary to our survival but also a topic that inspires passion. This passion shows when it comes to the debate on issues involving food and technology from production to processing, consumption to preparation. The current debate in the U.S. over what is commonly referred to as “GMO labeling” highlights one of the most divisive issues related to food and technology. While we refer to it as GMO labeling, more technically we are talking about the labeling of foods derived from genetic engineering.18

Use of genetically engineered seed crops in the U.S. is not a new issue, as genetically engineered crops have been approved for produc-

16. Id.
tion in the United States for 20 years.\textsuperscript{19} While other countries have taken a more limited approach to approval for production and consumption, adoption in the U.S. of approved crops has been fast and furious.\textsuperscript{20} Between 2000 and 2016, the percent of genetically engineered soybeans planted in the U.S. rose from 54% of the soybean crop to 94% of the total soybeans planted in 2016.\textsuperscript{21} Corn shows a more dramatic jump, with only 25% of the corn planted in 2000 being genetically engineered, rising to 92% of the total corn crop planted in 2016.\textsuperscript{22} Genetically engineered sugar beet production jumped from 60% in 2008/2009 to 95% of total sugar beet production in 2009/2010.\textsuperscript{23}

Consumers don’t generally eat the most common genetically engineered food products directly, but ingredients derived from genetically engineered food products are present in many of the items consumers purchase. It is estimated that between 75-80% of processed food products contain an ingredient derived from a genetically engineered crop.\textsuperscript{24} FDA’s stance on GMO labeling has essentially been the same since its 1992 policy statement: genetic engineering alone is not a material fact that requires a product label.\textsuperscript{25} FDA further states in that guidance that research had not shown “any different or greater safety concern than foods developed by traditional plant breeding.”\textsuperscript{26}


\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{25} \textit{Guidance for Industry: Voluntary Labeling Indicating Whether Foods Have or Have Not Been Derived from Genetically Engineered Plants, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN.}, https://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/LabelingNutrition/ucm059098.htm (last updated July 1, 2016) [https://perma.cc/SB7H-9ECV].

\textsuperscript{26} \textit{Id.}
Confusion over what exactly GMOs or genetically engineered foods are and the technology involved can make public discourse on this issue difficult. Depending on the study, anywhere from 66-90% of American consumers indicate that they want to see GMO labeling on their food.27 The reasons for this vary, but in many instances, consumers’ fears related to GMO crops are hard to articulate or identify, and GMO avoidance is often spurred by distrust for the safety of the technology28 and even for food science.29 The ‘right to know’ movement has been at the forefront of the GMO labeling wars, advocating for a consumer’s ‘right to know’ what is in food products.30

Generally “strong consumer interest and the public’s ‘right to know’” is not a sufficient reason to require disclosure of certain information on a food label, absent evidence of safety or health concerns.31 Proponents of GMO labeling cite several potential health and safety related concerns to justify this requirement.32 Following the approval of GMOs in the U.S., attempts began to require labeling.33 With a few exceptions, there was little success despite numerous attempts at the state level through proposed legislation and ballot initiatives to require GMO labeling.34


30. See Hamilton, supra note 20, at 96–98 (discussing the consumer’s “right-to-know” and labeling movements in the U.S. starting in the early 2000s). 


33. See Hamilton, supra note 20, at 98.

The “right to know” movement saw its first real success with Vermont’s passage of Act 120, requiring (among other things), GMO labeling.\(^35\) The passage of this legislation resulted in litigation seeking to enjoin the law from taking effect, but an attempt to seek a preliminary injunction was unsuccessful.\(^36\) Some food companies decided to embrace labeling as a way to meet consumer demands and began to take steps to voluntarily provide labeling on a nationwide basis,\(^37\) while others grudgingly began to adapt product labels to comply with Vermont’s law once it became clear that the litigation was not going to prevent the law from taking effect, nor was the push for a federal law going to be successful in time.\(^38\) Vermont’s law, which went into effect on July 1, 2016, was ultimately short-lived, as federal legislation was signed into law by President Obama on July 29, 2016.\(^39\) The federal law specifically pre-empted any state laws, such as Vermont’s, and did not specifically require the same type of written disclosure on the label that many interest groups embraced and was required in the Vermont law.\(^40\) Instead, the law placed authority with the USDA to develop regulations within two years for a labeling system, but allowed flexibility in the use of disclosure.\(^41\) Instead of the clear and specific language required by the Vermont bill, the standard that many companies continue to voluntary follow, USDA may consider use of a symbol, electronic code, or text to inform consumers of the presence of genetically engineered ingredients.\(^42\) While there is no current federal standard in place right now and no state laws requiring GMO labeling, if you go to the grocery store, you will still find many

\(^{35}\) Labeling of Food Produced with Genetic Engineering, VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 9, §§ 3041–3048 (2014). Two other states did successfully pass legislation, but enactment was delayed until certain prerequisite conditions were met regarding adoption of similar labeling laws by surrounding states. See Mandatory Labeling of Genetically-Engineered Food, Seed or Seed Stock. Applicability. Civil Penalty. Regulations, CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 21a-92c (2015); Genetically Engineered Products, ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 22, §§ 2591–2596 (Supp. 2016).


\(^{38}\) Mike Polhamus, Despite Potential Roadblocks, GMO Labeling Law Set to Go into Effect Friday, VTDIGGER (June 30, 2016, 5:39 AM), https://vtdigger.org/2016/06/30/gmo-labeling-law/ [https://perma.cc/APY6-5TH4].


\(^{40}\) See §§ 1639b(b)(2)(D), (e); see also Consumers Want Mandatory Labeling for GMO Foods, supra note 27.

\(^{41}\) See §§ 1639b(a), (b)(2).

\(^{42}\) § 1639b(b)(2)(D).
products on the shelf with labels stating “product of genetic engineering” or “partially produced with genetically engineered ingredients.” The requirement to label GMOs is a major shift in the marketplace. Initially, organic food products were the only real option for consumers trying to avoid eating foods including ingredients derived from genetic engineering. Then a larger segment of the natural/health market began to advertise food products that were not necessarily organic, but were GMO-free. As consumer demand increased for GMO free products, manufacturers and restaurants responded. Companies like Ben & Jerry’s and Chipotle announced they would be making a switch to all non-GMO ingredients. Other companies started making adjustments to ingredients and sources more quietly, in some cases to avoid having to label the foods when Vermont’s law was imminent, others to reflect what they saw as meeting customer interests. For example, Hershey decided to stop using sugar produced from sugar beets in its chocolate and candy products, making a switch to sugar derived from sugar cane, a non-GMO sourced sugar option. Nestlé, Dannon, and Del Monte all made similar pledges for some or all of their products, including Dannon going so far as to say it also would require that the milk it purchases be from cows fed from non-GMO sources.


45. See Helena Bottemiller, With Recent Victories, Movement to Label GMOs Gains Steam, FOOD SAFETY NEWS (June 27, 2013), http://www.foodsafetynews.com/2013/06/movement-to-label-gmos-gaining-steam/#.WK5z7Y-cHIU [https://perma.cc/2FQX-FQWR].


The GMO labeling issue highlights the debate over what the true impact is of genetically engineered crops in agricultural production. Farmers and farm organizations taking issue with moves like that of Dannon argue that going back to non-GMO crops will reduce efficiencies, decrease production, and require increased use of chemicals, effectively removing advancements of the last 20 years.\textsuperscript{50} Dannon’s response did not contend that GMOs were unsafe, and noted that the company believed successful, sustainable agricultural practices were possible both with and without the use of GMOs.\textsuperscript{51} The decision by Dannon, the company stated, was a response to consumer demand.\textsuperscript{52}

U.S. consumer perception of GMOs and foods derived from genetically engineered material is largely negative.\textsuperscript{53} Even citizens who regularly consume these products often indicate some level of uncertainty or confusion.\textsuperscript{54} While the science still largely indicates that GMOs and genetically engineered food products are safe for consumption and the environment,\textsuperscript{55} the consumer movement against GMOs is strong and, as discussed, is having a significant impact on choices made by food manufacturers.


\textsuperscript{52} The Dannon Co., \textit{supra} note 51.


\textsuperscript{54} Id.

What does this have to do though with technology and innovation in agriculture and feeding the world? As we look towards the development and use of technology in the future, we need to recognize that consumers are driving major changes in food manufacturing and food ingredient decisions. As noted in the next Part, the reasons behind these consumer movements vary, but for many there is a real distrust not just for the science but for the biotech industry as well. It is hard to say if the impacts we are seeing now on the industry will have long-term effects. It is possible this is a long-lasting shift on use of GMOs, but it is possible as well that other factors, such as increased food costs or less focus on the issue once the federal labeling program is in place, will reduce consumer interest in the issue and allow companies to quietly return to using GE ingredients.

But thinking more broadly, what impact can a coordinated consumer movement focused on eliminating something like genetically engineered foods from the marketplace have on agricultural technology as a whole? If consumers refuse to buy food products derived from whatever the newest agricultural technology may be, and food manufacturers respond to those demands by adjusting ingredients or food sources, there is the potential for a chilling effect on the biotech industry.

Developing GE crops is a long and expensive process. Receiving a return on investment is key to continuing the research and development process. If the market for certain technologies drops in the U.S. marketplace, companies may become more hesitant to introduce new technologies into the production stream, or to begin developing new technologies in the first place. While there is debate regarding the benefits of GE crops related to increased yield, decreased chemical use, and overall sustainability, genetic engineering is also a tool in...
efforts to increase the nutritional benefits of certain crops or to adapt to changing climate conditions. More importantly, the impact could easily extend beyond just the use of genetic engineering. Distrust of biotech companies, and less trust in scientific studies and reports, means that any new technology entering the market has the potential to be the next “GMO issue” for consumers.

Conversely, this focus on GMOs may also inspire companies to rethink the focus of research and development and to address consumer interests. One example may be the Arctic Apple, a product released in February 2017 in select stores as a market test. While most genetically engineered crops are marketed to farmers, the Arctic Apple is one of the first to be developed and marketed to consumers. The Arctic apple is not a traditional transgenic food, in that there is no insertion of foreign species in the DNA of the apple. Instead, scientists were able to “silence” the gene that causes apples to turn brown after being cut. Sliced apples have been on the market, but this new technology “match[es] the industry norm of not browning for three weeks after slicing but without using flavor-altering, chemical additives that the rest of the fresh-sliced apple industry uses.” It remains to be seen if consumers will embrace this product, one that may provide consumers with the direct benefit of disputed type of technology.

In short: If consumers refuse to purchase certain food products, food manufacturers may, in turn, refuse to purchase certain crops. As a result, agricultural producers could seek different input suppliers to meet market demands, potentially meaning decreased return on in-


64. Id. See also discussion infra Section III.B.

65. See Gerlock, supra note 63

66. See Wheat, supra note 62.

vestment (and less incentive to continue developing certain traits, crops, or technologies) for biotech and seed companies.

It has become clear that even if government regulators allow the use of new technology in food products, and the majority of the scientific evidence indicates the technology is safe, there is no guarantee that the technology will be accepted at all levels of the marketplace. The impact that consumer demand can have on the adoption and use of technology cannot be discounted or ignored.

The GE/GMO debate highlights an emerging voice that is finding a way to make itself heard in the food policy arena—the voice of the consumer.68

III. EXPRESS YOURSELF—COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES

A. GMOs—Communication Case Study

A key point of the above discussion regarding consumer impacts on the food industry, and potentially biotechnology, is the importance of communication. Consumers, globally, have become more interested and aware in more than just the nutritional value of food, but also in how it was produced.69 The anti-GMO movement is not just limited to the United States. Over 60 countries across the world require some sort of GMO label on food products, and 3 countries have fully banned production and imports.70 Many argue that a major part of the distrust of biotech companies and scientific studies related to GMOs may be traced back to the failure to include consumers in the primary marketing plan when GMOs were first introduced into the U.S. market. Looking at this from a communication standpoint may help highlight the importance of good communication between all parties in the food chain, consumers-to-producers, when it comes to the adoption and use of technology in our food system.

Companies, when GMOs were first approved and introduced to the market, focused educational and marketing efforts on farmers and regulators. The goal was to educate farmers about perceived environmental benefits and efficiencies that these crops could bring to their


69. Id.

operations in an effort to encourage adoption, while also persuading regulators the products were safe in an effort to seek government approval.71 Once approved by all required agencies, including FDA approval for use in food and feed products, GMO crops were generally intermingled with traditional crops, meaning companies began using them in food manufacturing, unless specific steps were taken to find non-GMO products.72 Consumers were, in large part, left out of this equation.73

As consumer awareness grew regarding use of genetic engineering in food crops, the lack of consumer-focused education meant the door was open for information from a variety of sources to have increased influence.74 The biotech industry’s perceived failure, or reluctance, to provide information to consumers increased consumer skepticism regarding safety of GMO products.75 One of the first comprehensive industry-wide targeted consumer education campaigns was launched in 2014 with the GMO Answers website.76 However, given the current perceptions of GMOs in the U.S., it may be an example of too little, too late when it comes to changing consumer views.

Communication also becomes key in how we use and understand information. For example, some argue that the “right to know” debate can also induce more confusion about the food label and the science behind biotechnology.77 Research indicates the great divide between the average consumer perception about the safety of GMOs, and the perceptions of the scientific community.78 As new technology is being

72. See Hamilton, supra note 20 at 98–99 (providing overview of regulatory process).
76. See Flynn, supra note 73; see also An Acknowledgement for Change, supra note 74.
developed within the agricultural sector, communication strategies will need to be developed to educate adopters and users of the technology, regulators, and consumers, among others. Learning from experiences with adoption of GMOs and consumer education are important, particularly as we look to some of the emerging technologies currently in production.

B. Same Story, Different Technology?

As noted above, the biotech industry joined together in 2014 to launch GMO Answers, a website “created to do a better job answering your questions — no matter what they are — about GMOs.” As part of the description of the site and why it was created, the industry specifically stated, “we acknowledge that we haven’t done the best job communicating about [GMOs].” Based on the current perception of GMOs and trends in the market, questions remain about what the future holds for this specific technology. Based on what the industry has learned regarding GMOs in the marketplace, we can hope that, as science and technology continue to evolve and new advances are made, the industry will better communicate the science, benefits, advantages, potential risks, testing, and regulatory process to those outside the industry. Recent comments though, related to emerging technologies, make me worry that the industry has not necessarily learned from past missteps.

Specifically, the new technology I refer to is commonly referred to as CRISPR or CRISPR-Cas9. CRISPR technology differs from genetic engineering in that it does not involve moving genes from one species to another. Instead, CRISPR technology, in simple terms, is a form of gene editing where scientists can edit a gene to eliminate a particular trait (silencing it) or edit out an undesirable trait and “repair” the gene with a version that does not include the undesirable trait (but already found in the same species). Reading about this...

---


80. An Acknowledgement for Change, supra note 74.

81. Id.


83. Id.
technology is fascinating, and it is quickly becoming a focus of scientists across many specialties, including plant genetics.\textsuperscript{84}

It would not be inappropriate for a person to think that when foods are developed from plants using this technology, they would in turn be required to be labeled as such. After all, we are editing the sequence of a gene and making changes to the genetic structure—something that, for those of us that do not come from scientific backgrounds, does not sound all that different from genetic engineering or other forms of regulated technology.

While it might not be inappropriate to assume that these foods require labeling, under current regulations and standards, that assumption is not necessarily correct. In early 2016, the USDA announced it would not need to regulate and approve the cultivation of a mushroom developed with CRISPR technology.\textsuperscript{85} This mushroom, with a gene edited to “turn off” enzymes that cause the mushrooms to brown, is now able to be produced without further review by the USDA.\textsuperscript{86} In this instance, regulation was avoided because it did “not contain foreign DNA from ‘plant pests’ such as viruses or bacteria.”\textsuperscript{87}

That does not, however, mean there is no potential government regulation related to this method. While the USDA has indicated there is not a need for approval prior to cultivation, the FDA is currently evaluating what regulatory process is most applicable to ensure the health and safety of food products derived from gene editing processes.\textsuperscript{88} When it comes to plant products, the FDA is currently gathering the scientific data needed to determine if gene editing can cause potential health or safety risks to consumers that would not be found if they were consuming plants bred using traditional methods.\textsuperscript{89} When it comes to using gene editing in animals, the FDA is taking a much tougher regulatory stance, essentially regulating the use of gene editing in animals the same as it would for a new animal drug.\textsuperscript{90}

\textsuperscript{84.} Id.
\textsuperscript{86.} Id.
\textsuperscript{87.} Id.
\textsuperscript{89.} Id.
\textsuperscript{90.} Id. It is not just consumers that have concerns about the need for more research of the use of CRISPR, specifically when it is used in areas beyond agriculture. See Jennifer Kahn, \textit{The Crispr Quandary}, \textit{N.Y. Times Mag.}, Nov. 15, 2015, at MM63, https://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/15/magazine/the-crispr-quandary.html?_r=0. Environmental concerns regarding impacts on the ecosystem also exist. See Laura Lloyd, \textit{CRISPR-Cas9 Gene-editing Is Promising for Ag Sector}, \textit{Food Bus. News} (Feb. 20, 2017), http://www.foodbusinessnews.net/articles/news_home/Research/2017/02/
ment for doing so is that gene editing essentially alters the basic structure of the animal, thus falling under the drug classification. 91

While the government sorts out how to handle new and evolving technology, as products do start to come to market, and several are poised to do so in the near future, it will be interesting to see how biotech companies choose to market and communicate about this CRISPR technology. On one hand, companies want (and need) to avoid a consumer movement against this new technology. CRISPR offers an advantage over the science behind most GMOs in that there is not a need to introduce foreign material into a species. 92 That being said, we are still talking about manipulating the genes of a plant or an animal, and that alone may raise the concerns of consumers, particularly with the growing trend to distrust science. 93

So what’s a company to do? Would foods derived from technology such as CRISPR be required to carry a GMO label? The answer to that is not clear. Under most definitions of bioengineered foods, CRISPR or at least not all of the variants of this technology, does not clearly fall into that category. 94 As the USDA develops regulations pursuant to the new federal GMO labeling law, how it defines “bioengineered” food products will be important in determining not just what products containing GMOs need to be labeled, but also to what extent other technologies will be included in the labeling requirements. 95

Some companies believe the fact that CRISPR is not generally regulated the same as GMOs and may not need to be labeled as such under current international and pending U.S. standards is a benefit to the technology. 96 For companies seeking to quickly bring products to the market a different regulatory structure would be a huge benefit. 97

93. See, e.g., Konnikova, supra note 28; What Are CRISPR/Cas9 and Other New Breeding Technologies (NBTs)?, supra note 82; Kennedy & Funk, supra note 29.
95. Id.
97. See id. (discussing the low barrier of entry for products created through gene silencing).
But, for biotech companies to operate under a “we don’t need to tell” policy, they are simply setting themselves up for the next anti-GMO movement. As companies begin to use CRISPR in the agriculture sector, at the same time they are exploring science, communications strategies should be developed. Transparency is being demanded by consumers, and providing that through effective, honest, and open dialogue is something I believe is going to be necessary to succeed in this arena.

If nothing else, the GMO debate should have taught the industry that a targeted strategy needs to be developed to help increase acceptance of this technology as it enters the marketplace and ultimately, our plates. We know from past experience that scientific studies regarding health and safety alone are not enough to convince many,98 and attempting to force products through the food chain and to consumers will not be successful either. If attempts are made to avoid any sort of labeling or disclosure, biotech companies will likely find themselves facing another round of state legislation related to disclosure and labeling of food products, just with a different technology at issue.

C. Building Relationships and Understanding Needs

Feeding the world is not a one industry, one country, or one issue challenge. Because of this, it requires strong communication efforts on multiple levels. Technology and innovation may develop truly great products or practices, but if they are not meeting producer needs or understanding the concerns of others within the marketplace, adoption of the technology may be limited. The demand for information is impacting how the innovators, the producers, the manufacturers, government, and consumers work together. This is particularly true as we look to technology, in some shape or form, to help increase production in developing countries in the quest to feed the world.

Communication is what will help those seeking to reduce hunger to understand big picture challenges and the multiple ways people in those countries need assistance.99 It will also help address cultural changes or barriers related to the adoption of technology.100 Supporting farmers and reducing hunger in developing countries is not just an issue of increasing production, but one that is much broader in terms

of access to land and inputs, infrastructure and government policies. Communicating with each other in respectful and productive ways will help bring a better understanding of the issues that need to be addressed, unique challenges that exist in different parts of the world when it comes to addressing those issues, and understanding the values and individuality of those you are working with and working to support.

IV. COLLABORATE AND LISTEN—BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

When we talk about consumer demand and also the importance of communication, another factor that is closely related and required for success is collaboration. In order to feed the world, there does need to be an increase in production on some level, particularly in developing countries where populations will also be growing most rapidly. But while technology is a tool to help increase production, there are numerous cultural, regulatory, and social challenges that can undermine the success of even the best technology and agricultural production methods. For example, technology involving new crop varietals will have limited impact if high levels of poverty prevent farmers from getting access to needed inputs. Food products developed using technology increasing the value of a particular nutrient will not address health concerns if consumers will not eat it. Investments in farming practices will be limited if producers do not have security in land ownership or tenure. Increases in production will not get to those that need it if there is insufficient storage or transportation for crops post-harvest.

The challenges noted above are not minor, easy to address, or small in scale, and each community will have unique aspects to common concerns. When it comes to attempting to overcome or address these

101. See Jacobi & Andersen, supra note 99, at 180–85.
103. U.N. Dep’t of Econ. & Soc. Affairs, supra note 1.
105. See Tsang & Li, supra note 100 (discussing Chinese fears regarding GMOs and food safety).
106. See Jacobi & Andersen, supra note 99, at 180–81.
107. Id. at 184–85.
barriers, success will require coordinated collaboration between a variety of partners.

Some of the issues are more legal in nature and require government action and strong policies: land ownership rights, reliable and accessible legal system for contracts or disputes, protection of intellectual property rights, and access to markets. Other issues can be addressed through the action of private and public organizations, nonprofits, or NGOs, such as educational programs on production methods and the use or development of certain technologies. Technology is also key to helping share information amongst farmers in developing countries, where technology is not nearly as accessible as in more developed countries. The ability to learn from each other and share information with peers locally and across the globe, or connect with experts quickly to address concerns, can help improve production and also build markets and other opportunities. Improvements in communication systems and access to technology can make collaboration possible between individuals and organizations across the world. Relationships at local, state and international levels will be key to ensuring that the underlying programs are in place that will allow new programs and technologies to improve production in developing nations.

Collaboration is also important to the developed world as well. When it comes to technology, partnerships among organizations may be key to successful adoption and acceptance. Collaboration can help develop technology aimed at reducing certain environmental impacts of farming, as growers, industry and others work together to find sustainable solutions. Collaboration is also necessary when it comes to the regulatory process, bringing together all involved to ensure an understanding of issues and concerns as well as the science behind the technology, and developing protocol that encourages innovation while also ensuring the health and safety of consumers. It is not an easy challenge for regulators to try to develop regulations in the biotech area that are narrow enough to be relevant, effective and usable, but also broad enough to keep up with the speed at which science is evolving and new technologies emerging.

108. Jacobi & Andersen, supra note 99, 180–85. See also Marfal, supra note 104.
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113. See Environmentalists, Agriculture Industry Team up on Minnesota Water Quality, STARTRIBUNE (May 27, 2016, 6:53 PM), http://www.startribune.com/environmentalists-agriculture-industry-team-up-on-minnesota-water-quality/381172521/ [https://perma.cc/HW3Y-RFJY] (highlighting the partnership between farmers, environmentalists, industry and government to address water quality issues in Minnesota).
V. Industry Consolidation—Innovation Necessity or Innovation Killer?

We cannot talk about biotechnology without addressing the issue of consolidation within the agricultural industry. At the time of writing, three major mergers are pending that have the potential to dramatically change the agricultural input market and agricultural biotechnology. Five of the six biggest involved in seed and chemical sales are looking to merge and leave three major players in this market.114 The proposed partnerships pair Dow and DuPont, Monsanto and Bayer, and Syngenta and ChemChina.115 Because of the nature of these businesses, the core elements of food production, all Americans (really all humans given the international scope) are affected on a base level by the impact these mergers could have on the food industry and food policy.116 The proposed mergers have raised the concerns of U.S. and international regulators, as well as consumers and producers across the globe.117

What is most relevant to this discussion though, is the potential impact on innovation and technology these mergers may have. The companies argue that in order to remain competitive and to have the financial resources necessary for the high cost of research and development, joining forces is necessary.118 However, competition can spur innovation. Fewer players in this area means less pressure to develop a new product to compete with that of another supplier.119 Less competition may also mean less pressure to release products into the marketplace, slowing the speed of innovation.120 How the industry will work with institutions conducting public research is another area of concern, as research in the public sector may be a key factor in making technology accessible in the developing world.121 Earlier research
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in this area indicated there was the potential for concern related to decreased research and development. The researchers suggested several policy implications, including the need to ensure competition within this market, use of public research to spur private research and increased government investment in research, and the importance of the use of patents to protect intellectual property and encourage research.

Indications are that with divestitures and accommodations offered on the part of the companies, these mergers will be approved and move forward. With the potential for decreased, or slower, technology development and release due to lack of competition, public research becomes even more important. As noted in the 2002 study on consolidation within the agricultural supplier sector, private companies are not the only source for technology and innovation. Public research is an underfunded and necessary source of development of new and innovative technologies, not just in the agricultural sector but in information management, conservation, sustainability, and many other related areas that will help us feed the world. Work being done in the public sector can help spur the development of new technologies focused on addressing environmental concerns and sustainable agricultural practices, as well as providing educational support and
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resources and expertise to others working in these areas.\textsuperscript{127} Funding more research in the public sector may also be a way to help ensure access to the resulting technology for those unable to purchase it on the open market.\textsuperscript{128} Increasing the funds available for scientific and social research in the public sector should be a priority across the globe.

VI. Conservation

There is only so much that plant technology can do to increase yields if farmers do not also have good soil and adequate natural resources. So much of the public discussion related to agricultural technology centers on plant technology, such as genetic engineering or CRISPR. Technology though can have a major influence on production through developments that improve soil quality\textsuperscript{129} and help address major environmental concerns such as water quality.\textsuperscript{130} Technology will also be a resource in finding ways to both help mitigate agriculture’s effect on climate change and address production challenges arising from changes to Earth’s climate\textsuperscript{131} as well as concerns over access to water and water usage in order to reduce agricul-

\textsuperscript{127}. See About, Samuel Roberts Noble Found., https://www.noble.org/about/ [https://perma.cc/QY9F-BNVF]; About, Kirchner Impact Found., http://kirchner-impact.com/about/ [https://perma.cc/FPU2-AFX6] (stating the activities of the foundation “aim to generate a measurable, social and/or environmental benefit, primarily across four sectors: Agriculture/Food, Health/Life Science, Energy/Resources and Education”).

\textsuperscript{128}. Agricultural Development: Strategy Overview, Bill & Melinda Gates Found., http://www.gatesfoundation.org/What-We-Do/Global-Development/Agricultural-Development [https://perma.cc/KBD4-CWG7].


nature’s depletion of this resource and to still thrive when water is scarce.\textsuperscript{132}

The role of technology surrounding “big data” may also play a key role in conservation efforts in agricultural production and help form multi-level partnerships within the industry. For example, the Drake Agricultural Law Center is currently working on research that in part, looks at the use of big data to assist with soil conservation efforts.\textsuperscript{133}

As major food companies seek to better quantify the sustainability of their food chain and agricultural inputs,\textsuperscript{134} big data becomes an important tool in helping track the value of sustainability efforts at the farm level, while also serving as a way to make more sustainable and efficient production decisions.\textsuperscript{135} Technologies involving precision agriculture and data management can help companies and their suppliers both meet goals involving environmental improvements and efficiencies. The question of data ownership is one that looms over these discussions though, and can have major impacts on producers financially and potentially in maintaining control over production decisions and remaining competitive.\textsuperscript{136}

Investment in research into agroecology and precision agriculture can help develop methods of production that are more efficient in use of resources and in costs of production, as well as more sustainable.\textsuperscript{137}

As we consider the roles of agriculture and technology in feeding the
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world, conservation of resources needs to be a major focus of programs and development because without adequate resources, feeding the world will be an unachievable goal.

VII. THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX, CREATIVITY IS KEY TO FEEDING THE WORLD

Creativity is at the heart of technology and innovation. As we work to develop ways to feed an expanding population, increase production in developing countries, maintain and improve quality of natural resources, and continue high levels of production in the U.S. despite loss of arable land, it is going to take some creative thinking to develop new products and techniques to meet these goals.

Creative uses of existing intellectual property protections can help protect growers and create markets for new or emerging agricultural products. One example is the argument for marijuana appellations in California and Canada, similar to the regions for wine and other food products that already exist. Technology can also help develop and expand new protein sources of food, including sources that are plant based, more sustainable, and have less impact on the environment than animal production.

For example, insects as food is not a new idea, even if not overly popular in the U.S., and increased consumption of insects may help both provide needed nutrition, but with decreased environmental and production costs than other forms of protein (i.e. meat). Recently, a new production operation in Western North Carolina was described as a “startup [that] blends agriculture and technology to build high-production cricket habitats and create a new food source for people and livestock.” Relying heavily on technology to drive an efficient, data-driven operation, the production facility is viewed as environmentally-friendly, and as a sustainable way to provide high quality protein within a short period of time.

Plant-based meat substitutes are also not a new product, and are a way to provide consumers protein sources with less environmental im-
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Technology is helping to not only make production of the necessary plants more efficient and sustainable, but also to make the end product more appealing to consumers for taste and appearance.143

While plant-based proteins may have less of an environmental impact than livestock production, there is still an impact. To reduce the environmental impact of proteins even further, research is being done now on the idea of “clean meat,” meaning “meat grown through cellular agriculture” in a setting commonly referred to as a “meat brewery.”144 Instead of trying to develop meat “alternatives,” cellular agriculture produces meat products, but without the animals.145 This is novel technology. . .imagine growing ground beef in a Petri dish. Proponents believe this can be a more efficient source of meat production that avoids not only the environmental impacts of livestock production, but some of the food safety concerns that arise from animal production as well.146

Creative thinking and technology can come up with unique and novel ways to tackle environmental and production concerns in agriculture. From the idea of forest towers in cities to reduce the effects of air pollution, technology can also work to develop agricultural production towers or other novel uses of space in urban areas to increase production in areas where there open land is a premium.147 Focusing on problems affecting small farmers can also help develop novel solutions to problems that are addressed much differently in operations with larger scales of production.148

Use of data technology in numerous new ways also has the potential for not just encouraging new ways of production, but also in providing insight as to how to make current operations more efficient and effect-

---
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Data technology can recognize patterns, identify constants across massive pools of data, and allow for detailed farm-level information to be provided quickly and in a way that is understandable.

We have touched on numerous issues in this discussion and areas where technological advances are having a major impact on agricultural production and work to support developing nations. By its very nature, technology and science is creative and innovative. While industry may be willing to start to think outside the box in terms of developing new protein sources or methods of production, that is only sustainable when there is a market for the product. All of this again ties in to the importance of collaboratively working to develop products and technologies, while also working to effectively communicate the science, the technology, the benefits and challenges to the world.

VIII. Conclusion

Today’s discussion touches only briefly on a handful of the many challenges and issues that come into play when discussing how agriculture and technology can work together to feed the world. Underlying these areas though, are a few other key areas that are important, such as:

- Work on the 2018 Farm Bill, which began in earnest in February 2017 with the first field hearing.
- U.S. policies towards international relations, cooperation, and participation in international agreements may have an impact on anti-hunger programs and initiatives. A new administration means many changes and often changes in priorities. It is not clear at this time how the Trump administration policies may change related to international aid, including food aid, or in support to educational and developmental programs across the globe that focus on many of the issues discussed above.
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Changes to the Coordinated Framework, the “overarching system of biotech regulation” in the U.S. The Obama Administration released an update to the framework in mid-January 2017, to mixed reactions from the industry. It remains to be seen what, or if, the Trump Administration will do with these proposed changes, and it is possible the changes will be rolled back.

The impact of private litigation on innovation and release of new technology into the marketplace.

All can have a major impact on the agricultural and technology industries, as well as consumer confidence in these industries and the safety of food. Even short term disruptions in support for developing countries or in research programs can have long term impacts due to the loss of momentum or relationships and research capabilities.

Feeding the world is a phrase used often and in a variety of ways. Feeding the world in the 21st Century is not just an agriculture issue. It is not just a technology issue. It is not even just an issue of technology and agriculture combined. In order to successfully feed the world, now and in the future, we need to ensure that we continue to look at issues that affect hunger, agricultural production and innovation from a holistic perspective. Long term success also means that new technologies incorporate a focus on reducing agriculture’s environmental impact and improving sustainable practices.

For any chance at success, we need to collaborate on both large and small scales to ensure that growers have access to inputs, security in their land, and adequate storage and transportation. We need to work with governments to develop strong food policies that are forward thinking and support these initiatives. We need to develop educational programs that teach how to produce food in an efficient manner, but also educate growers and consumers about new technology or production methods. The list of needs is long and requires intensive resources beyond just the financial. Feeding the world is only possible if industry, government, producers, consumers, trade associations, NGOs, and

---


a never ending list of other entities work collaboratively, communicate effectively and respectfully, and think creatively about potential solutions and partnerships.